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VOTING
BRIEFS
Voting Process
Voting Districts are divided by the number of
people living in each precinct Each precinct has
its own polling location for elections.
Recently, the state legislature changed the
districts so that each district holds the maximum amount of people allowed in It The Wood
County Board of Elections then decreased the
number of precincts in order for the tax payers
to save money
Each polling location has electronic polling stations where residents can cast their
vote into a machine and not on a paper
ballot. After the election is over and polling
stations close. BOE members go to their
assigned polling location to pick up the
memory cards that holds all the votes.

EMIIYTUCMR

The cards are then taken to the BOE office
and are counted Results of the election vary
every year, depending on when BOE members
get to the polling station and drive to the
BOE office. BOE members are selected and
appointed by their respective parties
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DOWN S DIRTY: Schooner's Faim owner Don Schooner harvests a head of broccoli. Schooner's Farm (eeds 62 families each year with its community-sponsored agnculture program

(Debbie Hazard, director of Wood County
Board of Elections)
- Information compiled by Christine Talbert

Local farm is rooted in quality

Poll Locations
Wood County has 97 precincts. 19 of which
are m Bowling Green Precincts are divided by
the State Legislature according to the number
of people living m a specific area. The list below
is of the polling locations for the precincts in
Bowling Green

By Emily Tucker

unteers her time for a couple of hours on
Mondays and Saturdays. Her favorite part
Amy Good is one of many dietetic students about volunteering at the farm is harvestwho volunteers her time at Schooner Farm ing the vegetables and her least favorite
in Weston, Ohio.
job is weeding.
Good, a junior, said she found an ad for
"[Weeding] has to be done," she said.
the farm, owned by Don Schooner and his
The Student Nutrition Association and
wife, Becky, on Craig's List.
the University Veg Club recently went on
"I didn't really know what to expect a tour of he farm. Good said they were
because I didn't have any previous farm interested and involved. She is appreciative
experience," she said.
of the friendships she has made with the
She said she has been volunteering Schooners and the other volunteers.
there for two months and she plans on
"All of it is really rewarding," Good said.
volunteering until she graduates. She volIf there is extra harvest. Good said some-

times the volunteers get to take it home.
Extra harvest is also donated to churches
and other places around Bowling Green.
Freshman dietetic student Sarah
Worline started volunteering at the
farm two weeks ago. She said she volunteers once a week and hopes to volunteer
more often next summer.
The first time Worline volunteered, she
separated garlic cloves that will be planted
next season. Worline also plans on vol-

Reporter

1A. IB: Ridge Street School
1C. 3C: BGSU Union. Smith Multicultural
Lounge
2A. 20. VFW Post #1148
2B. 2F. JB St Marks Lutheran Church
2C: Com Street School
3D: Wood County Library
3E Peace Lutheran Church

See FARM | Page 8

3G: Kenwood School
4A. 4H. 4J: BG Church of the Nazarene
4B: BG City Park-Girl Scout Building
4D.4E BGSen,or High School

SCHOONER'S FARM:
BY THE NUMBERS

For more information on your voter precinct
and your assigned voting station, go to the
Wood County Board of Elections website at
http://www.co.woodoh.us/BOE/Voter_search.
html

»fc tio. T
rows of
berries

of pounds of
honey

million qallon of
fwater
pondwater

- Information compiled by Christine Talbert

Political signs spur Facebook
boycott of Pagliais Pizza
iff DrHn Bolwieri
Reporter

"We actually received a call from a good friend
of ours about the sign and once I got the call, I

A local business is the subject of a
Facebook movement for a boycott
due to allegations that the business
has taken a strong stance against
a set of antidiscrimination ordinances that are on the ballot for the
Tuesday's election.
Pagliais Pizza is being accused
by the Facebook group known as
"Boycott Pagliai's (PoDyeyes) Pizza" of
placing a sign outside of the establishment that urges people to vote
"No" on Propositions 7905 and 7906.
The ordinances are designed to grant
protection against discrimination in
housing, public education, employment and public accommodations to
groups not already protectedatastate
or national leveL These ordinances, if
passed, will prevent discrimination
based on factors such as gender, sexual preferences, pregnancy, veteran
status, marital status, gender identity
and being HIV positive.
"The ordinances publicly affirm our
city as a welcoming community that
stands behind the rights of individuals.

made some calls and had it taken
down immediately."
Scott Nicholson | President of Pagliais Pizza

including gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender people, to work, live, go to
school, raise a family, start a business
and put down roots without fear of
discrirnination," according to the ONE
Bowling Green website. ONE Bowling
Green is a grassroots organization set
up by members of the community to
back the ordinances.
"Boycott Pagliai's" currently has 310
members who are concerned with
ending the discrimination that the
restaurant is accused of promoting.
One member is University sophomore
Chemo Biko.
"I was invited to the page fairly late in
the game," he said. "It was created on
Tuesday, and I began commenting on
Friday morning."
Being concerned, Biko said he
called Campus PoDyeyes, a pizzeria

CAMPUS

under the same ownership as Pagliai's
Pizza. He spoke with someone to
gather more information as to whether or not the business had a specific
stance on the two anti-disaimination
ordinances. The answer Biko said he
received was extremely surprising and
unnerving to him.
"|The employee! explained to me
that he thinks that there are enough
laws on the books and that he did
not support the anti-discrimination ordinances," Biko said. "After
that moment, I became personally
invested in the boycott"
Biko also mentioned this was a hard
decision for him to make because he
has always been a fan of Pollyeyes.
PAGLIAIS

FORUM

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ANDRU FEHL

How safe are residence halls?
Spare Personal Entrance Devices may compromise
safety of University students living on campus
By Max Filby
Reporter

For some students, residence halls
are a home away from home, but
they might not be as safe as the
ones students grew up in.
Every year students receive a
Personal Entrance Device to enter
the hall where they live, but PF.DS
are not always returned.
Students who were involved

SPORTS

in this year's move-in program
received a PED to help students
move in, but the University did not
recollect all of their PEDs.
So far, the Office of Residence Life
has not experienced any problems
involving off-campus students or
non-students who still have PEDS
they can use to access the resiSee PEDS | Page 8

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Why do you think it is important for Americans to

Gymnastics team raises the bar

Holidays should have some heart

BG starts season with splash

The University gymnastics team

Columnist Drew Schneider believes while the

The Falcon swim team, under new

performed for students at the Union

upcoming holiday season is exciting, it is becoming

coach Petra Martin, won 10 of 14 events

RON SMITH
Freshman. Film Production

Monday afternoon to kick off their new

less about the traditions of the holidays and mote

Saturday en route to a 160-154 win against

To pick the best candidate they believe

season | Pag* 5

about commercial interests | Page 4

the Akron Zips | Pag* 6

will make a difference." | Pag* 4

vote?
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NATION BRIEFS
NC police: Fake leg
found belonged
to missing girl

Girl, 3, shot on
way home from
trick-or-treating

Mom accused in Pa.
of stealing ill son's
drugs

HICKORY NC (AP) - A
prosthetic leg found in western
North Carolina belonged to a 10year-old girl who has been missing
lor weeks police said Monday.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
- A 5-year-old girl and her
grandfather were wounded when
they were caught in the crossfire
of a shooting while returning
home from a night of trick-ortreating. police said Monday.

PITTSBURGH (AP) - A
mother visiting her terminally ill
son at a Pennsylvania hospital
has been accused o( injecting
herself with his drugs

The Hickory Poke Department
said the artificial left leg belonged
to Zahta Baker, who lost her
own leg to bone cancer. Police
said the serial number on the
leg recovered last Wednesday
matched medical records that
detectives collected from the girl's
native Australia
Police said a scanner was
used to pull the serial number
from a transponder Inside the
leg. Authorities released no
other del
.that
investigators continue to search
the faimrys home in Hickory lor
additional evidence
Z.ihias lather reported her
missing!
• - ■ believe
she is dead.
Seaichers found the leg at a
home *hsre Zafvas stepmother
once lived Hickory Police Ma|.
Clyde Di
I last weel Deal
said that the family lived at several
locations in the county and that
he wasn t sure how long ago they
occupied that house Authorities
have said that the stepn othet
ElisaBaker scoop
■ matron

The child was initially reported
hospitalized with life-threatening
injuries after Sunday night's
shooting in the Potrero Hill
neighborhood, but her condition
improved by Monday afternoon.
Officer Albie Esparza said
'She is expected to survive."
he said.

The 42-year-old Vancouver.
Wash., resident was
charged over the weekend
with child endangerment.
reckless endangerm»nt.
theft, criminal mischief and
committing prohibitive acts
including possession of the
prescription medication.

Investigators believe the
girl and her grandfather were
the unintended victims of a
gang-re'ated shooting that
left a 20-year-old man injured
with multiple gunshot wounds.
Esparza said.
' Unfortunately, they just
happened to be there." he said.

Remsing has been jailed Her
preliminary court hearing is
Wednesday Its unknown if she
has an attorney.

The grandfather suffered
itinshotwoundashe
tried to shield the girl with his
body, but she was struck several
times, police Sgt. Michael
Andraychak said.
The girls mother rushed to
it and drove them to a
hospital. An ambulance took the
70-year-old man to the hospital

1:56 P.M.
A complainant reported a stolen
GPS from Lot 12

FRL OCT. 29
136 AM
Darius Byrd. of Columbus, was
cited for disorderly c«

SAT., OCT. 30
12 32 AM
in London, oi Toledo, was
cited for two charges of carrying a concealed weapon, possession of marijuana and turns
at intersections
Norbert McBnde. of Toledo, was
' I 'or possession of marijuana
■

2:00 A.M.
Jacob Payette. of Toledo, was
cited for underage under the
influence
Ryan Sasinka. of Chippewa Lake,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct
635 A.M.
Complainant reported a laptop
computer, wallet and cell phone
were stolen from Harshman-

Palin e-mail hacker
asks for probation
in Tennessee
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn
- A former Tennessee college
student convicted of hacking
Sarah Palin's e-mail in 2008 is
seeking probation but (ederal
prosecutors contend he should
go to prison lor trying to "derail
a national election.''

Police arrest drunk
diaper-wearing
man seeking candy

NC man charged
on Halloween with
wearing mask

OCEAN CITY. Md(AP)
- Maryland State Police said an
intoxicated 47-year-old Florida
man wearing a diaper was
arrested for shouting profanities
while trick-oi-treatmg.

2EBULON N.C.(AP)
- A North Carolina man faces
charges of wearing a mask
or hood in public after police
arrested him on Halloween night
and charged him under a rarely
usr d old law designed to combat
the Ku Klux Klan

Police said Joseph David
DiVanna of Sarasota. Fla..
was arrested about 9:15 p.m.
Sunday and charged with
disorderly conduct.

Prosecutors in a court
filing ahead of David Kernell s
Nov. 12 sentencing hearing in
Knoxville recommend 18 months
imprisonment "to reflect the
seriousness of the defendant s
conduct, promote respect lot the
law and provide just punishment."

Police said witnesses reported
DiVanna cursed at adults and
children in the Fox Chapel
neighborhood of West Ocean
City as he tried to get them to
give him candy.

Defense attorney Wade
Davies disagreed, filing a motion
that says probation is justified,
partly because of the 22-year-old
former University of Tennessee
student's youth Part of the
motion for probation is filed
under seal. Documents say only
that it includes protected health
information from treatment
Kernell received as a juvenile.

It was unclear if DiVanna has
hired an attorney.

8:09 PM.
Complainants in HarshmanChapman Hall reported four
subjects smoking marijuana in the
second floor men's restroom. The
subjects were gone upon arrival,
and no odor was detected.

SUN., OCT. 31
12:08 A.M.
Joshua L. Quail. 18. of Crestline.
Ohio, was cited for underage
under the influence within the
100 block of N Prospect St.

both of Bowling Green, were
cited for disorderly conduct with
persistence.
915 P.M.
A Hunimgton debit card
reported stolen was used to make
$1,200 in purchases throughout
the city.

MON. NOV. 1

-BillPooveyfAP)

ONLINE:

*

3:55 A.M.
Complainants reported at least
five subjects broke the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity sign.
435 A.M.
Lakin Finnegan. of Perrysburg.
was cited for no license plate
lights and probationary license
restriction.
Justin Stricklen and Cody Miller

Democrats campaign to
prevent midterm losses
By Charl.s Babinglon

part, Tim Kaine, said he "We're hoping nOW

The Associated Press

3 28AM
A black guitar, valued at $600.
was reported stolen fiom within
the 100 block of S Mam St

"

..'lomforthe

Visit us
online at
www.bgviewscom

The News S Observer
ol Raleigh reports that 20year-old Lawrence Margueal
Rogers was cited for wearing
a red bandanna that police
say concealed everything
but his eyes He was then
arrested when he donned the
garment again. The Zebulon
man was being held Monday
in the Wake County jail on a
J7.500 bond.
The University of North
Carolina School ol Law says
the 195? ban on people 16 or
older wearing masks or hoods
was adopted to curtail the
activities of the Ku Klux Klan.
whose members wore distinctive
pointed hoods to conceal their
identities At least 17 other states
have similar laws.

A telephone message left
Monday (or a Karen Remsing
in Vancouver. Wash., hasn t
been returned.

Bromheld Hall

BLOTTER

.

Authorities say Karen Remsing
was visiting her 15-year-old son
at UPMC'sChildrens Hospital of
Pittsburgh when she unhooked
his intravenous line, siphoned out
a sedative using a syringe and
injected herself with it. They say
she then reconnected the IV line
and left m the tube an air bubble
that put her son in further danger

BGNEWS

believes Democrats will do
better than some experts
WASHINGTON
have contended, arguDemocratic and Republican ing that Republicans have
partyleadorsputontheirbest been obstructionists who
game faces Monday, mak- "can't see beyond the end of
ing I Ith hour arguments on their no."
Kaine, Steele and other
the eve of midterm elections
that seem certain to curb if party leaders were asked
not end Democratic control once again on a slew of nettil Congress.
work morning news shows
"We're hoping now for a to give fresh assessments
fresh start with the American of their prospects on the
people," said GOP chairman eve of balloting that will
Michael Steele. "If we don't culminate a volatile — and
live up to those expectations, possibly transcendent —
then we'll have a problem in campaign season.
two years."
liirhispart, ■'resident Hami'k
Mis Democratic counter- Obama made a last-minute
effort to get Democratic voters to the polls, conducting an
interview with Ry<in Seauvst,
host of "American IdoL" The
interview will air Tuesday
on Seacrest's nationally syn(Heated radio show. Obama
also was taping interviews
Monday with local radio hosts
in Milwaukee, Cincinnati,

.

.

.

for a fresh
start with the
American people."
Michafl '■twlp | GOP Chairman

Philadelphia, I lonolulu and
Miami. Those interviews will air

on Election Day
"It's up to you to remember
thai this election is a choice
between the policies that got us
into this mess and the policies
that are leading us out of this
mess." Obama told a crowd at
(lleveland State University.
At stake is control of Congress,
where Democrats now hold
sway. History has shown that
the party of the president in
power often fares poorly in
midterm elections, and this
year isn't expected to be an
exception. A struggling economy and near double-digit
unemployment haven't helped
1 iemocratic chances.

GOVERNOR
STRICKLAND AND
THE WOOD COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC TICKET |
VETERANS
STAND FOR HIGHER
— Get Your —
I
EDUCATION!
Boots On The Ground
OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT ENDORSED CANDIDATES

I

You may legally take this sample ballot ad into the polls with you when you go to vote.
LT. GOV. LEE FISHER
for US Senate

DAVID PEPPER
for Auditor

FRED KEITH JR.
for Wood County Commissioner

MARYELLEN
O'SHAUGHNESSY
YVETTE MCGEE BROWN for Secretary of State
for Lt. Governor
KEVIN L. BOYCE
for
Treasurer
CALEB FINKENBINER

JACKIE BROWN
for Ohio House Sixth District

TED STRICKLAND
for Governor

I

KEILA COSME & MARK L.
PIETRYKOWSKI
for State Court of Appeals

MARY JANE TRAPP &
ERIC BROWN
for Ohio Supreme Court

for U.S. Congress
RICHARD CORDRAY
for Attorney General

MIAMI
Meet other BG vets at our
veteran's pre-game tent.
Wed., Nov. 10th 5:30-7:30pm.
Falcon Tailgate Park

JOE WALTER
for State Board of Education

Food and drinks for Veterans
and their family members.

■ www.wooddems.org

In the City off Bowling Green:
Vot* YES lor Hi* anti-discrimination
Ordinances 7905 and 7906.

I

-SPONSORED BYNon-Traditional & Transfer Students Services

Paid (or by the Wood County Democratic Party, Michael Zickar, Chair, PO Box 707, 455 S. Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Flipping out
The gymnastics team celebrated the start of its season
Monday by showing off some moves in the Union
PHOTOS BY ANDREA FEHL

THE BG NEWS

8E LOW: Sopliomore Monica Eaton poses during her performance Eaton achieved the
i
.ieol 985 at Western Michigan in 2010.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Sophomore Monica Eaton recovers from a mistake and laughs it off.
FAR RIGHT: Senior Amber Brewer leaps dunng her performance. Brewer was the 2009
NCAA Lpntial Region Championship alternate for bars with an ROS score of 9.775.

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

HVlLLACE
APARTMENTS

* Reduced Rate in
November 2010 *
• Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases*

Many for 4-6 people

» Minutes from BGSU «
* Heat included;-:

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road 4yV
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Ml- '12 May/Aug.

«Pet friendly rommunity«

in Bowling Green
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HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
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WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064,
www.fro boserentals.com,
or BCiViews.com for
current listings

Call TODAY!
i Kll ill J.*! a !i IVI Kl K]
500 Lehman Ave. BG
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"BGSU is a key driver
of Wood County's
economy. I promise
to work closely with
BGSU leaders to help
us all."
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NATION BRIEFS
NC police: Fake leg
found belonged
to missing girl
HICKORY N.C(AP)- A
prosthetic leg (ound in western
North Carolina belonged to a 10year-old girl who has been missing
for weeks, police said Monday
The Hickory Police Department
said the artificial left leg belonged
to Zahra Balm, who bst her
own leg to bone cancer. Police
said the serial number on the
leg recovered last Wednesday
matched medical records that
detectives collected from the girl's
native Australia
Police said a scanner was
used to pull the serial number
from a transponder inside the
leg. Authorities released no
other details saying only that
investigators continue to search
the family's home in Hickory for
additional evidence
Zahra's father reported her
missing Oct. 9. Authonties believe
she is dead
Searchers found the leg at a
home where Zahra's stepmother
once lived Hickory Police Maj.
Clyde Deal said last week Deal
said that the family lived at several
locations m the county and that
he wasn t sure how long ago they
occupied that house Authorities
have said that the stepmother.
Elisa Baker, is coopeiating with
the investigation.

BLOTTER

FRI., OCT. 29
1:36 A.M.
Darius Byrd. of Columbus, was
cited for disorderly conduct.

SAT., OCT. 30
1232A.M
Keevin London, of Toledo, was
cited for two charges of carrying a concealed weapon, possession of marijuana and turns
at intersections.
Norbert McBnde. of Toledo, was
cited for possession of marijuana
less than 100 grams.
2:OOA.M.
Jacob Payette. of Toledo, was
cited for underage under the
influence.
Ryan Sasinka. of Chippewa Lake,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct.
6 35AM
Complainant reported a laptop
computer, wallet and cell phone
were stolen from Harshman-

Mom accused in Pa.
of stealing ill son's
drugs

Girl, 3, shot on
way home from
trick or-treating
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)

PITTSBURGH (AP)-A
mother visiting her terminally ill
son at a Pennsylvania hospital
has been accused of injecting
herself with his drugs

- A 5-year-old girl and her
grandfather were wounded when
they were caught in the crossfire
of a shooting while returning
home from a night of trick-ortreating. police said Monday

Authorities say Karen Remsing
was visiting her 15-year-old son
at UPMC's Children's Hospital of
Pittsburgh when she unhooked
his intravenous line, siphoned out
a sedative using a syringe and
injected herself with it They say
she then reconnected the IV line
and left in the tube an air bubble
that put her son in further danger.

The child was initially reported
hospitalized with life-threatening
injuries after Sunday night s
shooting in the Potrero Hill
neighborhood, but her condition
improved by Monday afternoon.
Officer Albie Esparza said.
'She is expected to survive."
he said.

The 42-year-old Vancouver.
Wash., resident was
charged over the weekend
with child endangerment.
reckless endangerment.
theft, criminal mischief and
committing prohibitive acts
including possession of the
prescription medication.

Investigators believe the
girl and her grandfather were
the unintended victims of a
gang-related shooting that
left a 20-year-old man injured
with multiple gunshot wounds.
Esparza said.
"Unfortunately, they just
happened to be there." he said.

Remsing has been jailed. Her
preliminary court hearing is
Wednesday. It's unknown if she
has an attorney.

The grandfather suffered
a single gunshot wound as he
tried to shield the girl with his
body, but she was struck several
times, police Sgt Michael
Andraychak said

1:56 P.M.
A complainant reported a stolen
GPS from Lot 12
8:09 P.M.
Complainants in HarshmanChapman Hall reported four
subjects smoking marijuana in the
second floor men's restroom. The
subjects were gone upon arrival,
and no odor was detected.

SUN., OCT. 31
12:08 A.M.
Joshua L. Quail. 18. of Crestline.
Ohio, was cited for underage
under the influence within the
100 block of N. Prospect St.

both of Bowling Green, were
cited for disorderly conduct with
persistence.
9:15 P.M.
A Huntington debit card
reported stolen was used to make
$1,200 in purchases throughout
the city.

MON. NOV. 1
328 A.M.
A black guitar, valued at 1600,
was reported stolen from within
the 100 block ofS Mam St
K ONLINE: Go lo bqvwwvcom for the
"i 'ompltu Hotter ht

3:55 A.M.
Complainants reported at least
five subjects broke the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity sign.
4:35 A.M.
Lakin Finnegan. of Perrysburg.
was cited for no license plate
lights and probationary license
restriction.
Justin Stricklen and Cody Miller.

SOURCE

Palin e-mail hacker
asks for probation
in Tennessee
CHATTANOOGA Tenn.
- A former Tennessee college
student convicted of hacking
Sarah Palm's e-mail in 2008 is
seeking probation but federal
prosecutors contend he should
go to prison for trying to "derail
a national election."

Police arrest drunk
diaper-wearing
man seeking candy

NC man charged
on Halloween with
wearing mask

OCEAN CITY. Md.(AP)
- Maryland State Police said an
intoxicated 47-year-old Florida
man wearing a diaper was
arrested for shouting profanities
while tnck-or-treating.

ZEBULON.NC.(AP)
- A North Carolina man faces
charges of wearing a mask
or hood in public after police
arrested him on Halloween night
and charged him under a rarely
used old law designed to combat
the Ku Klux Klan.

Police said Joseph David
DiVanna of Sarasota, Fla..
was arrested about 9:15 p.m.
Sunday and charged with
disorderly conduct.

Prosecutors in a court
filing ahead of David Kernell's
Nov. 12 sentencing hearing in
Knoxville recommend 18 months
imprisonment "to reflect the
seriousness of the defendant's
conduct, promote respect for the
law and provide just punishment."

Poke said witnesses reported
DiVanna cursed at adults and
children in the Fox Chapel
neighborhood of West Ocean
City as he tried to get them to
give him candy.

Defense attorney Wade
Davies disagreed, filing a motion
that says probation is justified,
partly because of the 22-year-old
former University of Tennessee
student's youth Part of the
motion for probation is filed
under seal. Documents say only
that it includes protected health
information from treatment
Kernell received as a ruvenile

It was unclear if DiVanna has
hired an attorney

Visit us
online at
www.bgviewscom

The News S Observer
of Raleigh reports that 20year-old Lawrence Marqueal
Rogers was cited for wearing
a red bandanna that police
say concealed everything
but his eyes. He was then
arrested when he donned the
garment again. The Zebulon
man was being held Monday
in the Wake County jail on a
$7,500 bond
The University of North
Carolina School of Law says
the 1953 ban on people 16 or
older wearing masks or hoods
was adopted to curtail the
activities of the Ku Klux Klan.
whose members wore distinctive
pointed hoods to conceal their
identities At least 17 other states
have similar laws.

-BillPoovey(AP)

A telephone message left
Monday for a Karen Remsing
in Vancouver. Wash., hasn't
been returned.

The girl's mother rushed to
the scene and drove them to a
hospital. An ambulance took the
20-year-old man to the hospital

Bromfield Hall.
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Democrats campaign to
prevent midterm losses
By Charles Babington
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
—
Democratic and Republican
partyleadersputontheirbest
game faces Monday, making 11th hour arguments on
the eve of midterm elections
that seem certain to curb if
not end Democratic control
of Congress.
"We're hoping now for a
fresh start with the American
people," said GOP chairman
Michael Steele. "If we don't
live up to those expectations,
then we'll have a problem in
two years."
His Democratic counter-

part, Tim Kaine. said he
believes Democrats will do
better than some experts
have contended, arguing that Republicans have
been obstructionists who
"can't see beyond the end of
their no."
Kaine, Steele and other
party leaders were asked
once again on a slew of network morning news shows
to give fresh assessments
of their prospects on the
eve of balloting that will
culminate a volatile — and
possibly transcendent —
campaign season.
l'i ii 1 u> | MI i. PresidentBarack
Obama made a last-minute
effort to get Democratic voters to the polls, conducting an
interview with Ryan Seacrest,
host of "American Idol." The
interview will air Tuesday
on Seacrest's nationally syndicated radio show. Obama
also was taping interviews
Monday with local radio hosts
in Milwaukee, Cincinnati,

"We're hoping now
for a fresh
start with the
American people."
Michael Steele | GOP Chairman

Philadelphia. Honolulu and
Miami. Those interviews will air
on Election Day.
"It's up to you to remember
that this election is a choice
between the policies that got us
into this mess and the policies
that are leading us out of this
mess,' Obama told a crowd at
Cleveland State University.
At stake is control of Congress,
where Democrats now hold
sway. History has shown that
the party of the president in
power often fares poorly in
midterm elections, and this
year isn't expected to be an
exception. A struggling economy and near double-digit
unemployment havent helped
Democratic chances.

GOVERNOR
STRICKLAND AND
THE WOOD COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC TICKET |
STAND FOR HIGHER VETERANS
■— Get Your —
I
EDUCATIONl
Boots On The Ground
OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT ENDORSED CANDIDATES

I

You may legally take this sample ballot ad into the polls with you when you go to vote.
LT. GOV. LEE FISHER
for US Senate

DAVID PEPPER
for Auditor

FRED KEITH JR.
for Wood County Commissioner

•V.ARYELLEN
O'SHAUGHNESSY
for
Secretary of State
YVETTE MCGEE BROWN
for Lt. Governor
KEVIN L BOYCE
for Treasurer
CALEB FINKENBINER
MARY JANE TRAPP &
for U.S. Congress
ERIC BROWN
RICHARD CORDRAY
for Ohio Supreme Court
for Attorney General
TED STRICKLAND
for Governor

I

JACKIE BROWN
for Ohio House Sixth District
KEILA COSME & MARK L.
PIETRYKOWSKI
for State Court of Appeals

Meet other BG vets at our
veteran's pro-game tent.
Wed., Nov. 10th 5:30-7:30pm.
Falcon Tailgate Park

JOE WALTER
for State Board of Education

Food and drinks for Veterans
and their family members.

■ www.wooddems.org

In the City off Bowling Green:
Veto YIS lor Hie anti-discrimination

I

Ordinances 7903 and 7906.

3

Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Party, Michael Zickar, Chair, PO Box 707, 455 S. Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402
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— SPONSORED BY —
Non-Traditional 8t Transfer Students Services

CAMPUS
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Flipp
The gymnastics team celebrated the start of its season
Monday by showing off some moves in the Union
PHOTOS BY ANDREA FEHL I THE B6 NEWS
BELOW: Sophomore Monica Eaton poses during her performance. Ealon achieved the
highest overall bar score ol 985 at Western Michigan in 2010.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Sophomore Monica Eaton recovers from a mistake and laughs it oH
FAR RIGHT: Senior Amber Brewer leaps dunng her performance. Brewer was the 2009
NCAA Central Region Championship alternate for bars with an RQS score of 9.775.
RIGHT: Senior Amber Brewer concentrates before starting her performance on the beam.

I

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?

APARTMENTS

• Reduced Rate in
November 2010*

• Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases*

1

check us out online:

bgvfews.com
$jj£^f

fir«*tonc

Many for 4-6 people

• Minutes from BGSU «

* Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Roadd^V
in Bowling Green ISl

'11-'12 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

FRED KEITH FOR
WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Call 419-352-6064,
www.froboserentals.com,
' or BGViews.com for
current listings

Call TODAY!

"BGSU is a key driver
of Wood County's
economy. I promise
to work closelyj^Ith
BGSU leaderf to help
us a

EROBOSERENTALS

419-352-6335
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CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Pet friendly community •

Well, what
are you
waiting for?
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Paid for by the Citizens of Fred Keith,
Fred Keith Treasurer, 117 S. East St, Bradner, OH 43406
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FORUM

"Not all of our food is going to look perfectly shaped like it came out of a factory, but you
wi notice that it tastes different than what you find in the store.
- Don Schooner, on the reason the organic food he produces is a good alternative to store-bought food
[see story, pg. 1].
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Why do you think it is important for Americans to vote7

People lo ethek

To make John

"It's important just

"Because my

lives everyday lor

Greene proud."

because"

teacher said so."

K
^

VISIT US AT
BCVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

our right lo vole."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
LAURA CASKEY,
Sophomore.
Athletic Iraining

JASON WAGNER.
Sophomore.
Middle Childhood td

TESS HAYMAKER.
Sophomore.
HDFS

CASEY GREENE.
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

question' Give us your
feedback at bgviewcorn
a

Christmas ads monopolize seasonal airtime
By Drew Schneider

even more excited aboui
them. These people are the
urn's who work in advertjg

Ali, the holiday season it's
almost here I know I can'i
wait, .ni.l I in sure everyone
else isverj excited as well.
v.\ favorite holiday is
definite!) ( hristmas. It i~
a great tirm MI families in
come togethet and celebrate
the birth of tin- I mil I love
filling mj stomach up with
rood, opening presents
mi Christmas morning and
going outside in play in the
snow Ii i- probabl) mj favorite time ol the year.
Besides mysell and .ill of
other people who limk
forward

lo

the

holidays,

there .in' others who arc

inj;

rhey |iisl can't wail In

eel their new Christmas
commercials on IV.
Every Dec. 26, I'm sure the
advertising companies go
back lo work Irving lo think
ol new ideas fen the next year,
] his really wouldn't be
,i problem, bin I see ii as
one because of when these
commercials start airing, h
seems .is if they start earlier
each year,
rhisyear.IsawaChristmas
commercial thai was advei
rising Di. Pepper. Hut wait,
n was on Halloween, not
Christmas. Almost two
months before the holiday.

there are commercials for it.
1 find this very annoying
because it is just too soon.
I don't see any reason for
there to be advertising for a
holiday two months before.
Maybe one month before is
line, but definitely no more
than that. I also don I like it
because Thanksgiving, my
second favorite holiday, is
before Christmas. Yet the
commercials for these two
holidays arc in reverse. You
don't sec Thanksgiving
commercials until a week
or two before il.
Obviously Christmas is
a bigger and more popular
day than Thanksgiving, and
there is more to lie done for
Christmas that needs adver-

money for stuff, but I just
think the advertisers need
to lone it down a bit. There
also needs to be more commercials for the other holidays during this time of the
not Christmas... almost two months
year. There are some for
Halloween, but there are
before the holiday..."
hardly any for Thanksgiving.
For once I would like to
Using, But I still think the ting them great presents at turn on the television and,
commercials can wait at a great price. People rush instead of seeing commerleast until I hanksgiving to In Ihe slores at crazy times cials with Santa and snowstarl. I mean, it's not even like •! a.m. on Christmas live men and Christmas trees, I
because they saw a commer- want to see more turkeys, or
winter on Thanksgiving.
Another thing lhal bothers cial the day after Halloween maybe an immigrant and an
me about this is that it seems for a Christmas live sale on Indian sharing some corn
as if people have lost the real sweaters. Sine, this is good on Plymouth Rock.
meaning of Christmas. They lor businesses, hut it is still
just see it as a time to gel unnecessary and a bit over
great deals at the store so they the top.
Respond lo Drew at
thenews@bgnews.com
I'm all for paying less
can be their kids' hero by get-

This year, I saw a Christmas
commercial that was advertising Dr.
Pepper. But wait, it was on Halloween,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Let your voice be the
voice of the Bowling
Green community

criminated againsi based
on age. race, sexuality and
status as a veteran, among
other categories. Recently,
11st i passed a resolution in
support of these ordinances because we understand
how important ii is in protei i out fellow citizens from
all forms of discrimination.
Now is the time to stand up
beside yout neighbors, your
friends and your fellow sludents to protect each other
by casting your vote this
election in support of these
propositions. Vote YES on
Ordinances 7905 and 7906
and visit onebowlinggreen.
org for more information.
lo conclude, there are
many important issues on
the ballot that will directly
impact every one of us and it
is imperative we let our voice
be heard, l ven il you personalty do not feel like any of
these issues affect you, cast
your vole on behalf of Ihe
main people who they will
affect. How many people
have fought and died lor our
righl to vole and how many
are currently overseas protecting our democracy? It
now falls upon us to not let
their sacrifice go to waste,

A wise man once said lhal
'Americans will cross the
i to fight foi demoi racy,
but tin", won't i i"ss ihe street
to vote."
i Infortunatel) il you look
at current voter turnout
ihis is probably truer
than ii should be Main ol
us would be willing to fight
lor out democrat y, but how
main ol us actually participate in it? Eat h yeai we sec
abysmal voter rates, espe
. ially in regards lo i ollege
students, in this upcoming
election, there is mure than
enough reason to K<-1 out
in the polls. I here are let
ies foi the lid Schools, the
local library, a proposed
income tax increase foi fire
and ambulance services,
a gubernatorial elei lion, a
Congressional midterm and
antidiscrimination ordinances all on the ballot.
While all of these issues
are important and eat h wai
rants yout attention, there
is one specific issue thai I
would like in encourage you
to support this election, and
that is the antidisi riminalion ordinances. Ordinances
and 7906 will protect
people I rr mi being dis-

Kevin Bust'h
USG President
kbasehQbgsU£du

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story7 Hero's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor

Leant procedures
of voting, whether
absentee or not
(liven the importance of
today's election, 1 wanted to
remind area voters, especially University students, about
their rights as voters.
Many students forget lo
change their voting residences or wanted to vote
hack home but forgot lo
request an absentee ballot.
As long as you are a registered voter in Ihe stale
of Ohio, you can still vote.
You need to find the polling location associated
with your current address
where you reside. You can
do so by calling the Wood
County Board of Flections
at 419-35-1-9120 or entering
your current address at the
Secretary of State's website

— http://www.siis. slate.
oh.us.
Once you find Ihe location of the polling place you
should be voting at. showup today from 6:30 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. and request a
provisional ballot. If you
have any questions, call the
Board of Flections.
Don't forget to vote on
Tuesday. This election
is important, given the
Governor's race and the
anti-discrimination ordinances in H(i.
MikeZickar
Wood County Democratic

Party Chair

Graduate Student
Senate supports
diversity
In the upcoming election,
all citizens of the city of
Bowling Green will be voting on two anti-discrimination ordinances, specifically
7905 and 7906.
The Graduate Student
Senate is an organization
that values and celebrates
the diversity of its constituents. As the official
representatives for the
graduate student population at the University, the
Graduate Student Senate
wishes in support measures such as ordinances
7905 and 7906 that protect
the rights and privileges
ol all its constituents.
Il is our sincere hope that
these ordinances will not
only protect many of the
Students the senate repre-

sents from the acts of discrimination described in
these ordinances, but also
assist in creating a more
welcoming environment for
current and future students,
faculty and community
members within the great
city of Bowling Green.
On Oct. I, the Graduate
Student Senate voted in
favor of supporting the antidiscrimination Ordinances
7905 and 7906, and urges
others to do so as well.
If you have questions regarding Graduate
Student Senate's support of these ordinances,
please contact Sieve Dinda
at sdindaP'bgsu.edu.
Sincerely.
The Graduate Student

Senate Executive Committee

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for more
people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419 5/2-6966.
■ Cornel
- im in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this [

THE

NEWS

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

BECKY TENER. MANAGING EDITOR
ALISSA O'NEILL NF WS EDITOR
SEAN SHAPIRO,WEBEDIT0R
JASON HENRY, CITY EDITOR
ANDREA MARCHI.DESIGN EDITOR

210 West Hall

ANDREA FEHL, PHOTO EDITOR

Bowling Gieen Stale University

PAUL BARNEY, SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Green. Ohio 434051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
bgnews.com
Web site: http//www.bgviews com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone (419) 572-2606

MARISHA PIETR0WSKI.C0PY CHIEF
JAMES BERO, FORUM EDITOR
MATT LIASSE. PULSE EDITOR
KATE SNYDER, IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS JAMES, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
bloq for the latest In
BG athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something' Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
skdeshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally lo be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue cm the Unrveisitys
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also tn
response lo a tunent >ssue on the
University's campus - the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are pnnted
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be indi'ded
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be pnnted.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Indonesians face deadly
volcano eruption, tsunami

Serb sentenced

Two disasters on opposite ends of the country have killed nearly 500 people
By Slamat Riyadi
The Associated Press

MOUNT MF.RAPI, Indonesia
— Deafening explosions of
hot gas rattled evacuees miles
from an Indonesian volcano
Monday, the latest eruption
in a deadly week. The country reported increased rumblings at 21 other active volcanoes, raising questions about
what's causing the uptick
along some of the world's
most volatile fault lines.
No casualties were reported
in Mount Merapi's new blast,
which came as Indonesia
struggles to respond to an
earthquake-generated tsunami
that devastated a remote chain
of islands. The two disasters

unfolding on opposite ends of
the country have killed nearly
500 people and strained the
government's
emergency
response network. In both
events, the military has been
called in to help.
Merapi hits killed 38 people since it started erupting a
week ago. Monitoring officials
have also raised alert levels at
some of the 12}) active volcanoes in Indonesia, with two
under watch for possible eruption within two weeks and 19
showing increased activity
— more than double the usual
number on the watch list, an
official said.
Indonesia, a vast archipelago
of 235 million people, is prone
to earthquakes and volcanos

because it sits along the Pacific
"Ring of lire," a horseshoeshaped string of faults that
lines the western and eastern
Pacific. Scientists could not say
for certain what was causing
the increased volcanic activity, though two theorized the
earth's tectonic plates could be
realigning ;md one noted growing evidence that volcanos can
affect one other.
About 69,000 villagers have
been evacuated from the area
around Merapi's — now blanketed by gray ash — in central
lava, 250 miles east of Jakarta,
tiie capital.
Booming explosions sounded during Monday's eniption,
which shot clouds from the
cauldron and sent ash cascad-

ing nearly four miles down
the southeastern slopes, said
Subrandrio, an official in charge
i if monitoring Merapi's activity.
Even in the crowded government camps, miles away from
die mountain, the sound of
the explosions sent evacuees
scurrying for shelter.
More than 800 miles to the
west, meanwhile, a C-130
transport plane, six helicopters
and four motorized boats were
ferrying aid to the mast distant comers of the Mentawai
Islands, where last week's tsunami destroyed hundreds of
homes, schools, churches and
mosques. The tsunami death
toll stood at 431 Monday, the
National Disaster Management
Agency said on its website.

Suspects allegedly bombed French President
One of two suspects found in Athens wanted in connection with Greek radical anarchist group
By Derek Gatopoulos
The Associated Press

dred meters from the blast were not particularly powersite in central Athens.
ful, and no link was made
Police said the men were with the Yemen-based mail
ATHENS, Greece — Greek carrying handguns and bul- bomb plot.
police foiled four attempt- lets in waist pouches, and one
Police released photoed parcel bomb attacks of them wore a bulletproof graphs of the two suspects
Monday, allegedly targeting vest, a wig and a baseball cap. late Monday, but did not
French President Nicolas The suspects have not yet identify them.
Sarkozy and three embassies been charged.
Parts of the city center
in Athens, after one of the
Police said domestic politi- were cordoned off for more
devices exploded at a deliv- cal extremists were suspect- than an hour around midery service, leaving a worker ed, and one of the two men day as the three unexplodhospitalized with burns.
detained had been wanted ed bombs, found at a difMotorcycle police later in connection with a Greek ferent delivery service and
detained two Greek men, radical anarchist group. in the suspects' backpacks,
aged 22 and 24, several hun- Authorities said the bombs were defused in a series of

controlled explosions.
Beyond Sarko/.y, the targets were the embassies of
Mexico, The Netherlands
and Belgium, police said. The
returnaddresslabelsincluded
the names of a senior government official, a Greek charity, and a well-known Greek
criminologist, police said.
They said the one that
exploded was addressed to
the Mexican Embassy. The
one addressed to the Dutch
Embassy was found and
defused at a delivery service.

for beating an
American
By Jovana Gee
The Associated Press

BELGRADE Serbia — A
Belgrade court sentenced i
former Serb college basket
ball player Monday to two
years and three months in
jail for beating an American
student into a coma, in a
case that has strained II S.Serbia relations.
MiladinKovacevicreached
a plea bargain with the pros
ecution in September. I he
sentencing followed the
court's approval of the deal
The 23-year-old was
charged in the US with
beating fellow Binghamton
University student Bryan
Steinhauer in a bar in May
2008. Kovacevic jumped bail
and fled to Serbia, which
refused to hand him over
the U.S., citing local laws
banning extradition.
The Serbian government
eventually paid S900.000 to
Steinhauer's family as part
of an agreement that also

called Ini putting Kovai evii
on trial In Bel)

I In' Obama administration ;in< 1 Steinhauer's famil)
have said they were disap
pointed with the plea deal
and ihr pinpriM-d sentence
was tun lenient Kovai
could have faced up to eight
years in prison had he gone
nil trial.
He could start serving
his senteni e within weeks.
He had ahead) spent three
months in detention in
the U.S i ! ' :in.i. which
means he has tun years left
Steinhauer had the right
to appeal the plea bargain,
hut he did not. the Belgradi
court said.

lodge Ivan,i K.mui said
Kovai evii was sentenced
for "inflicting severe bodil)
harm" mi Steinhauer ' he
charges for obtaining fake
Serbian travel documents
to jump bail in the U.S.

were dropped undei the
plea bargain, she

check us out online @

BGViews

.com
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W MEXICAN GRILL

NowAccepting BG1 card!
For a limited time only use your BG1 Card and
get any hand crafted entree and drink for just $5.
(exclusive offer to BG1 card holders only)
Offer Valid 10/28-11/7

Personal,
Expert Care.

129 S. Main Bowling Green, Ohio
phone:419.353.7200

WOOD COUNTY WOMEN'S CARE

Megan E. Porter, D.O.

Qdokct

Obstetrics/Gynecology

^ MEXICAN GRILL

An Ohio native, Dr. Porter is a
graduate of Ohio University
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
She completed her residency at
O'Bleness Memorial Hospital in
Athens, Ohio. Dr. Porter will
provide the full scope of
gynecologic and obstetric care
for adolescents through
postmenopausal women. She
and her husband are pleased to
be settling in Bowling Green.

a»t u,//
Ian Leggat, M.D.
Megan E. Porter, D.O.
Marcia Amstutz, RNC, MSN
Certified Nurse Practitioner
Teresa Betts-Cobau, CNP, CNM
Certified Nurse Practitioner

\Soo& CoM^y

To schedule an appointment, call

419.352.8427
Accepting KM patients. Now offering
Monday extended hours until 7 p.m.
755 HASKINS ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 • 419 352.8427

$5 meal
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BG swimming 'Zips past
Akron for first win of year
By M.itt Nye
Reporter

mvmwu

A

rviFRSTABiLE

DIVING TOWARD SUCCESS

"Itwasgoodtoseehow
we responded to Petra's

rhe Falcon swim team started its
training, and I think we
i onference season with a splash.
Hie Falcons (1-0, 1-0 Mid- just did a really good job."
American Conference) not the bad
taste mil of their mouth after their
Emily Bennel
tvimmei
defeat from Akron to end the season
last year.
Sophomore Emily Bennel also
I In. nine around, things were a
competed in four of the II) wins.
little different
Like Yu. liennet was in the two
rhe Falcons won the meet 160-134,
winning H) of the day's 14 events. winning relay teams and won the
I his was a good s,a" f"1 ,tlL' ,lm 100 and 200 yard freestyle races.
In both races she was trailing
head coach l'etra Martin.
This win helps the girls men- the leader, but in the end was
tally to gain confidence," Martin determined to win and won the
said " rhe girls are starting to digest 100 yard freestyle over Katie Miles
some technical things, hut of course from Akron by 13 one-hundredths
there still are things that we need to of a second.
Bennet won the 200 freestyle by
improve on."
junior swimmer Vicky Yu was an even closer margin of 3 one-huninvolved with four of the 10 victories dredths of a second, again coming
Saturday. Yu won both the ino-and from behind.
The swim team had a lot of energy
200-yard butterfly and was also on
the winning relay teams in the 200 going into the meet and were very
excited to get racing again
medley and the 400 freestyle.
"It was good to see how we
lunior Sarah Keinink said winning the first MAC conference meet responded to Petra's training, and I
was impressive and gives the swim think we just did a really good job,"
Bennet said.
team confidence moving forward.
Sophomore Alexis Kain swept
He have really been working hard
and need to keep working on our race
See WIN | Page 7
Strategy, relay starts and turns to get
where we want to be," Reinink said.

Browns' coach Mangini unsure
of teams quarterback situation
By Tom Wilhara

BEREA,Ohlo
ndidn'l
see anj
likerookiequarterh.li k< oil
while the Browns i oai li was oul
with his three sons.
However.therewerelittleNo. I2s
running around neighborhoods all
ovei ( leveland.
\!i in is cl ai the people's
i hoice.
But is he V

i leveland • coach did little to

. U ar up his quarti rback quandary three quarterbacks weie all in
ng he has not yet different places.
\hi oj was mi the practice field,
dei ided on Ins startei foi Sunday
when the Browns [2-5) host the throwing, running and looking
like a leader
New I ngland Patriots (6-1),
Seneca Wallace was in the trainMangini did not pi ovule any
clues ii he's leaning in any direc- er's room, geiiing more medical
tion, and restated that his final treatment on a lingering ankle
choice will be based on the player iii|iii \. And lake Delhomme was
that gives his team the best oppor- somewhere at the Browns' facility,
just nowhere in sight.
tunity to succeed
By Sunday, one of them will be
"We're playing to win the games,"
he said.

on their iirsi daj back from
the bye week. Cleveland's

See BROWNS I Page 7

TYLER STABILE

SE NI0R: Sena Autumn Dettravi cad one ol ha best races of her career at Saturday's MAC OompwRhps

Falcon runners finish eighth
at MAC Championships
"As a team, we had mixed results,"
said coach Cam! Paulson. "Not
enough great efforts to put us in
On Saturday, the B(i women's position to finish higher as a team,
cross country team ran in the which is disappointing because we
2010 Mid-American Conference are a better team than we showed
Championships at Western on Saturday."
liven with the eighth place finish,
Michigan University and looked
to end the season with a better some of the girls were able to set
finish than it did last year when it personal bests.
Seniors Megan Kelsey and
finished seventh.
Unfortunately for the falcons, Autumn Dettmann ended their last
they finished eighth overall in
the (>k meet out of the 12 teams
See RACE | Page 7
that competed.
By Nick King
Reporter

BRINGING THE D:

\'i«day's game.

Defensive tackle Jones racks up weekly awards
Mi.i recording six tackles, five foi loss. 3.5 sacks
and ,i fumble recovery In BG's 17-M win over
Central Michigan Saturday, defensive tackle Chris
lones was awarded with not one. no) two, but three
weekly awards

FACEB00K

Sunday the sophomore was named the College
Football Performance Award Defensive Lineman of
the Week and RivalS.com Mid American Conference
Player ol the Week, anil Monday lones was named the
MAC East Defensive Player of the Week,

TWITTER

SWIMMING

MEN'S SOCCER

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Yu named Athlete of the Week

Falcons to play IUPUI

Become a fan of the BG News sports
department on Facebook. Log on to

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter Follow us

Junior swimmer Vicky 'fti has been named the

Be sure to check out Wednesday's edition of

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Papa John's Athlete of the Week after her efforts

The BG News for a full preview of the men's

your account and search BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

against Akron Saturday. Yu won two individual

soccer teijn and its non-conference matchup

events and competed in two more BG relay wns.

at IUPUI in Indianapolis.

Sports" to become a fan

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
HHB^HBHHBI

■

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BROWNS
From Page 6

back in the starting lineup,
Al this point, which one is
anyone's guess.
McCoy appeam to be the
front-runner to make his
third consecutive start.
The third-round pick,
who showed extraordinary
confidence and composure
in road starts at Pittsburgh
and New Orleans to begin
his NFI. career, was the
only one of the trio to practice on Monday.
He may lack experience,
hut at least he's healthy.
McCoy declined a formal
interview, hut the former
Texas standout did spend
a few minutes lamenting
another loss hy his heloved
Longhorns, who retired his

No. 12 jersey Saturday hefore
gelling heat hy Baylor.
McCoy
promised
to speak to reporters
Wednesday, when he may
know if he'll be facing Bill
Belichick's defense.
Mangini
has
been
impressed with McCoy's
maturity and ability to
handle the pressure in two
of the league's toughest
environments.
The 24-year-old kept his
cool against the Steelers'
blitz, and effectively managed Cleveland's offense
in the Browns' upset of
the Saints.
Mangini is waiting for
either Wallace or Delhomme
to practice before he discusses the quarterback situation with team president
Mike Holmgren.
However, the second-year

7

"I've been pleased with what Colt has done.

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

but I was pleased with what Seneca had done
as well. That's a good situation, where you
have two guys that it's not like either guy went

5
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7
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9

1
2

in and you're looking for the next alternative."

6

2

Eric M i1
coach sounds as if he would
have no reservations in
starting McCoy again.
"I've been pleased with
what (loll has done, but I was
pleased with what Seneca
had done as well," he said.
That's a good situation
where you have two guys
that it's not like either guy
went in and you're looking
for the next alternative.

Mm if Wallace ha- healed,
there's a chance Mangini

would return to the i areet
backup who was playing
well before injuring his ankle

before halftime on CH i 10,
Wallace look a political!)

9

2
7

corret i stance, insisting it's
up li> Mangini and hi- -I.ill
Hut the in yen old. who
took ovei in the second hall
of the season openet when
Delhomme got bun. want-in
lead the Browns.
lie- gotten one chance
I te's hoping for another.
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SUDOKO
ft) play: Complete ihe grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to y.There is no
guessing or math involved.

I ]\l

Just use logic to solve

X

3
6 Z
8 S
I L
L
I
S
V
9 I
Z 8

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
P)air Super SuOoh.i and win prizes at

SUDOKU
"We still need to

WIN

touch up on some

From Page 6

TYLER SIABI1E

SPLASH: Members of (lie swim learn compete in a piactice lelay eailiei tins SMSOfl

RACE
From Page 6
MAC Championship with
personal accomplishments.
Kelsey finished with a time
of 22:55.2, giving her an overall finish of 52nd.
Dettmann finished 39th
overall and for the first time
ever led the falcons with a
time of 22:28.7.
"Autumn had her best
race of the season and her

career, which is a tremendous accomplishment for
her," Paulson said. "This is
the first time she has been
the number one runner on
the team and this is by far the
best cross country season she
has ever had."
"She is still capable of
more and she is still striving for that race where she
is 100 percent confident
and aggressive all the way
through," Paulson said.
Sophomore Abby Koch.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

who ha- led the team in evei y
race except for one lime this
season had a time of 22:43.4

and finished 45th,
Rounding out ihe lop 50
were seniors lara Weiss

(22:49.7) and Heather Conget
(22:51.0), who finished 4!)lh
and 50th, respectively.
The top team at the MAC
Championships was Toledo,
followed by Central Michigan
and Miami.
The Rockets also took home
the top individual honors, as

awa) the competition in ihe
two breaststroke events
In ihe ion yard version,
-he won by a lull fout seconds, while in the .'"" she
led ,1 inn ill Fall nn iVi mi
mers to -weep the top three
-pni- in ihe event She was
also ,i pan ol ih
200 medley team
Some other Fait mi winners
included
Bomicino in ihe Itioti\,ml freestyle In nearly
nine setonds, while Aiexa
Hatn- u.i- a winnet in ihe
.'(in yard bat k-imke
Martin was pleased
with ihe performance,
bin with -in cess 11
room lin improvement.

Ai i Fisher finished the race
with a time of 20:05.8
Next fin the I all mis is the
2010 Great Lakes Regional in

Rochester, Mich, on Nm 11

things, including our
turns at the walls,
trying to gain strength
and power..."

We -nil need in touch up
nn -nine things, linn
our nun- ,il the walls, trying
in gain strength and powet
nil ,ii them,' Martin -aid.
I hi- week ni practice before
inn next meet mi Saturdaj
we will gel in what we need
to gel dune.''
I In-1 ,ilimi- next meet will
be Saturday at Ohio,

Hairways

I he race will consist ol
ju-i about every team from
Ohio, Michigan. Wisconsin
anil Indiana.
Ihe lop seven girls for the
falcons thai finished in ihe
MM Championships will
lake pail in ihe festivities
and will try to qualify fot ihe

.velcome
■

1616E Wooster
419.352.2107

national meet,

■
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FORGET TO VOTE ABSENTEE
BACK HOME?
FORGET TO CHANGE YOUR
VOTER ADDRESS?

419-352-0717

Now Renting
For Fall 2011
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

You can still legally vote,
as long as you are registered
anywhere in the State of Ohio!
* Find the polling location for your current BG residence by:
Calling the Wood County Board of Elections:
(419)-354-9120
or
Visiting the Secretary of State's Website:
http://www.sos.state.oh.us

...and many more apartments and houses

* Go to that polling location and request a Provisional Ballot

SIGN A LEASE TODAY

* The polls are open from 6:30am to 7:30pm

445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Party, Mike Zickar, Chair, 455 S. Main, Bowling Green, OH 43402
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FARM
From I

perfectly shaped like i! came
out ofa factory," Schoonersald
"Bui you will notice that it tastes
different than what you find in
the store."
Schooner has 25 rows of
blackberries and raspberries
that are 250 feel long Starting
in 21MM. people could come

and pick their own berries. I le
said he hopes next year ti > haw
more berries to pick.
"We had a bad weather year."
Schooner said
Inspired by Nature is
Schooner's pond and lake
conservation company that
has been around for lh years.
which is also on the properly.
He has three ponds thai con
tain six million gallons of water
He said the point behind the

ponds is to help pond owners lake care of their ponds
without using chemicals. The
ponds also support irrigation
for the farm and have fish if
pet ipk' want to fish them out.
Schooner also has beehives
that are used to harvest honey.
1 le said hundreds of pounds of
honey are harvested each year.
We do things very different
here, not always conventional."
he said.

The Daily Crossword Fix
1

' '

PAGUAI'S
From Page 1
"As a ft inner patron of that
restaurant, it was saddening to
realize thai I wc mill ne\ er again
eat one of their famous Stuffed
breadsticks," Hiko said.
The issues on ihe ballot are
impoiiant to Riko. and he feds
ifabusinessisstandingstrongty
against these ordinances, than
it is hurting the community
and the world in ihe long run.
"This is a problem." he said
"People who oppose these
ordinances are sending the
message thai 1 am not worth
protecting thai only my
blackness should be protect
eil. not my sexual orientation
or my gender."
However, management of
the local pizzeria had a much
different story. Ailing presi
dent of ftigliai's Pizza, Scott
Nicholson, said this was all
a misunderstanding and the

PEDS
From I
dence halls,
I'l Ds have a start date and
an end dale when the) auto
maiically shut off." said Tim
Shaal, associate director of
Residence Life.
A student who wishes to
remain anonymous 1" avoid
complications with
the
University, was involved with
the move-in program and
still has a PIT) thai allows her
access to Harshman Dunbar
Residence Hall
Although the student has
only used ihe FED once in
order lo visil a friend, a nonsiudent who acquires a losi
PED ihat is still active would
have access lo an entire residence halt or even all of the
residence halls on campus,
"It's a huge safely hazard.' the student said. "It
seems like anyone could gel

into ihe dorms.
Also, some students take
classes in residence halls such
as Kreiscber and receive I'l I Is
inordei to attend class.
There's a classn 10m < in Ihe
second floor of Kreischei thai
some students get PEDs for,"
Shaal said. "Bm theclassroom
i- set off from the rooms so
people cannot access them '
Resident advisers also have
PEDs that can access all doors
in a residence hall such as
Founders. Although student
PEDs can only access Ihe
front doors of Founders after
11:30 p.m.. an RA's PED can
always access every door al a
residence hall.
" I hey are supposed to
change Ihe lime to mirinighi
al some point tins year, said
losh Maddox, Founders it.v
"But yes. all the RA PEDs work
at any door, at any time
KAs in Founders usuall)
check in unfamiliar stu
dents oi large groups ol stir-

point of treating everyone fairly
and equally.
Nicholson,
assuming
ONE liti was behind the
boycott, wrote a letter lo
the coalition, explaining
ihe placing of the sign was
simply a misunderstanding.
However, ONE Blj was
not apart of the effort.
Nicholson said.
Hie creator of the Eacebook
page still remains a mystery'.
Hiko said.
I he boycott mayor may not
have .my long-term influence
on l'agliais business, bill Hiko
knows for sure he will be voting for a cause that is important for him and his commurtitj 1 his is much bigger than
just a movement against a
pizza place, he said.
"I am glad thai we can learn
from our past," he said. "I am
glad thai iheroadtojusticewas
already paved and I am glad
thai my community bravely
i hose in walk that road."

denls who attempt to use a
single PED to get everyone
into the building. Maddux
said. 1 OUndei s has also had a
problem with students propping doois open and using
quarters or tape to keep them
from locking.
"People are afraid thai if
Ihey come in anil Ihey look a
little intoxicated that we'll call
the police,' Maddox said. "Bui
it ihey prop a door open and
sneak in, then we don't know
who is in the building, which
is even worse."
Bui losi PEDs are usually shul off by Residence
Life so other students and
non-students cannot enter
a residence hall.
"It's absolutely safer and
more i onvenlent," Shaal said.
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placing of the political sign was
an action earned out by one
single employee, since then,
the business received an abundance of negative feedback
from it, he said
It was done by one individual that took the liberty upon
himself to put thai sign out
there," Nicholson said "We do
not lake a political stance on
these issues, and we under no
means discriminate."
Ihe sign was placed outside
while Nicholson and his wife
were on vacation, he said Once
he found out I he sign was there,
he immediately ordered dial ii
hi' taken down.
"We actual)) received a call
from a good friend of outs
about ihe sign and once I gol
ihe call. I made some caDs and
had it taken down immediately," Nicholson said
He said that the business has
been serving the community of
Howling (ireen for more than
40 years, and il has made a

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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ACROSS
1 Places tor pieces
9 Support base
15 Worker's advocate
16 Foe of Mark Antony
17 Imagination
18 Screwed up
19 NEA supporters
20 Third ot seven: Abbr.
?2 Quantum mechanics subjects
23 "Bojangles" Robinson.
for one
25 El Cid player. 1961
29 Life lines?
30 Mass garb
33 Like an excited World
Series crowd
34 Sign ol life
36 Baseball stat
37 Four-time NBA MVP
40 White, m Waikiki
41 Up

Help Wanted

CAMPUS MARKETERS
NEEDED
Looking lor outgoing, motivated
students to help market job
opportunities on campus.
$101". Ilex hours
For more Info call 888-839-3385

Winston Groom hero
Newton or curie
La : ocean phenomenon
Angler's supply
Q&A part: Abbr.
Greek islander
Excite
Residential street warning
Pollutant found in
NCR paper
10 Color similar to pale plum
11 Summer cooler
12 Where to get a
mutfuletta sandwich 38 Stop order
39 Large amount
13 Garnish
44 Hospital solution
14 Red __: candy
46 Abuses freedom of
21 Pass on a ketch
the press, perhaps
23 Tribal Council prop
48 Texas city mimed for
24 Narrow margin
a president
25 Peddles
26 Native New Yorkers 49 Valencia street
50 Flings
27 Phenomenon that
51 Novelist Hunter
emits X-rays
53 Golden Triangle native
28 Work with a shuttle
54 Former UN weapons
31 Fetch
inspector Blix
32 Maker of eneloop
55 Formerly
rechargeable
56 Versatile wheels
batteries
58 Dump
34 Molonlike fruit
60 Spot
35 Didn't gel 100. say

42 Cox who played Drew
in "Deliverance"
43 Old pol. units
45 Substitutes for
forgotten words
46 Releases
47 It may be essential
50 Sterno. for one
52 Vengeful Quaker ot fiction
53 Gee
57 Profits
59 Party animal?
61 Abrasive mineral
62 Compact
63 Derisive
64 Can't abide

The BG News
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Help Wanted

For Rent

IBARTEN0INGI up to $300/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

Days Inn now hiring, all shifts for
Iront desk, housekeeping,
and maintenance. No calls1
Apply In person at 1740 Wooster

For Rent

3BR & 5BR house, avail NOW!
Also signing leases for May «
Aug tor 2-6 BR houses.
Call 419-308-0736 for more info.

Now taking applications for
11-12 SY, houses next to campus
Call 419-353-0325, 9-9
also see CartyRentais.com
Also 1 S 2 BR apis, avail. 1/1/11,

Victorian 2 BR apt w/ porch, bay
window, small kltch, near town.
S450/mo ♦utll.call 386-405-3318.

f\

Days Inn
• Rooms equipped with
fridge, microwave & siove
• Kiny or two double beds
• Free cable TV
• Free local & long
distance calls
• Hair dryer and coffee
maker available in room
• Free continenlal breakfast

Right Across from BGSU!

Volunleer lor o 60-minute interview oboul being
a pregnanl or parenting student

$439/month

Participants will receive a $10 gilt card to the
BGSU Bookstorel

p: 419-352-1520
f: 419-354-3182
1740E. WoosterSt.

■

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

■
•
■
•

We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Vpaiimenta
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and Irasli are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY K)R IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street Bowling Green, OH
I IH.IIU! Verms I nun lain Hill.
RENTAL OFFICE (419)354*2260
Hours- Mondi) t«» Frkto) - X:.W> i» 5:30 • Salurdaj - Bt301» 5:(HI
wwwjohnncwlovereareitale.com
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Call the Registration Hotline
419.372.4444

from 8am to 5pm Monday - Friday

Goto: myhgAu.edu
1. select
2. select
3. select

student center
enroll
add

You can access everything that you need.
including tutorials, via the"Student
Center" at the MyBGSU portal

■■

BGSU
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